Home Learning

People who help us

We have continued our new topic
this week 'People who help us' We
have learnt more about the many
different people who help us and
our veterinary surgery was such a
popular success that we have
expanded to a doctors surgery to
treat people too. We have been
very caring and have treated lots
of poorly animals and people.

Number of the week
Our number of the week this
week was number 8! We
loved meeting a new
numberblock and exploring
the number. We did lots of
counting. We counted cubes,
gems, animals, numicon and
more!

We have been learning about lots of
different numbers and shapes in
Daisy Class. Can you go on a looking
walk to see if you can spot any
shapes or numbers around you?
These could be inside your home,
door numbers, street
signs...anything! Please bring in some
photographs if possible and we can
add them to our display!
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Daisy Class
Tapestry

Since the Autumn term we have
been using Tapestry to add lots
of the exciting things that we
have been busy doing in Daisy
Class. Make sure you have signed
up and are checking it regularly so
you don't miss out on fun Daisy
moments! Please speak to Mrs
Channing if you need any help
accessingTapestry.

Forest Fun
This week in Forest Fun we had a
go at making pictures outside
using natural objects inspired by
Andy Goldsworthy. Please
remember to bring your child to
school every Wednesday in
waterproof wear to maximise our
Forest Fun time! Don't forget to
bring a change of clothes, shoes
and a spare bag too.

Sound of the week
This week we learnt our new
sound 't'. We thought of lots
of words beginning with 't'
(tiger, tennis, tractor, teddy,
table, television!) and even
spotted them in our names! We
learnt a new action, a new song
and had a go at writing 't'!

